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Abstract-Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a
metaheuristic that inspired by the behaviour of real ant
colonies and can be considered as a one of recent
metaheuristic approach that has been proposed. In this
paper, we review the approach by ACO metaheuristic in
resolving three the combinatorial optimization problems
(COPs). The chosen COps are: Traveling Salesman
hoblem; Sequential Ordering problem; and Nenvork
Routing Problem that exploit a general ACO framework.
For each problem, we review on the identified ACO
application principles which comprise four basic issues
that play an important role in these COps. The four basic
issues are: construction graph; constraint; pheromone
trails and heuristic information; and solution
construction.

INTRonucrtoN

Ant Colony Optimization (here-on referred to as ACO)
is a recent-proposed metaheuristic that inspired by thi
behaviour ofreal ant colonies which enables ants to find
shortest paths between food sources and their nest. While
walking from food sources to the nest and vice versa,
ants deposit a substance called pheromone onthe ground.
When they decide about a direction to go, they ihoose
with higher probability paths that are marked by stonger
pheromone concentrations. This basic behavior is the
basis for a cooperative interaction which leads to the
emergence of shortest paths. ACO is widely been used to
resolve combinatorial optimization problems (here-on
referred to as COPs) and rapidly become a popular
optimization technique. In this paper we only-review
three COPs which consist of Traveling Salesman
Problem, Sequential Ordering problem, and Network
Routing Problem.Initially the first ACO algorithm which
called Ant System (AS) is introduced by Marco Dorigo
(1991) and was later developed, finally leading to

the formalization of the approach as ACO by Dorigo and
Di Caro (1999) and Dorigo, Bonabeau and Theraulaz
(2000).

The term heuristic can be referred as something relating
to or using a problem-solving technique in which the
most appropriate solution of several forurd by alternative
methods is selected at successive stages of a program for
use in the next step of the program. A .metaheuristic',

which defined by [3], is a set of algorithmic concepts that
can be used to define heuristic methods applicable to a
wide set of different problems or can be seen as a general
pupose heuristic method desigrred to gurde an
underlying problem specific heuristic toward promising
regions of the search space containing high quallty
solutions. Therefore, a metaheuristic is a general
algorithmic framework which can be applied to different
optimizafion problems with relatively few modifications
to make them adaped to specific problem. Fred Glover
and Manuel Laguna, (Tabu Searchq 1998) quoted that..A
metaheuristic refers to a master strategy that guides and
modifies other heuristics to produce solutions beyond
those that are normally generated in a quest for local
optimality." Dorigo and Stutzle (2004) also mentioned
that the use of metaheuristic has significantly increased
the ability of finding very high-quality solutions to hard,
practically relevant combinatorial problerns in a
reasonable time.

In general definition by wikipedia, combinatorial
optimization is a branch of optimization in applied
mathematics and computer science that related to
operations research, algorithm theory and computational
complexity theory that sit at the intenection of several
fields, including artificial intelligence, mathematics and
software engineering. Combinatorial optimization
algorithms solve instances of problems that are believed
to be hard in general, by exploring the usuallyJarge
solution space of these instances. They achieve this by
reducing the effective size of the space, and by exploring
the space efficiently. [3] stated that combinatorial
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optimization problems involve finding values for discrete

variables such that the optimal solution with respect to a
given objective function is found. Many optimization

problems of practical and theoretical importance are of
combinatorial nature.

M. Affenzeller and R. Mayrhofer (2002) stated that

problems of combinatorial optimization are characterized

by their well-structured problem definition as well as by

their huge number of action alternatives in practical

application areas of reasonable size. Especially in areas

like routing, task allocation, or scheduling such kinds of
problems often occur. Their advantage lies in the easy

understanding of their action alternatives and their

objective function. Therefore, an objective evaluation of
the quality of action alternatives is possible in the context

of combinatorial optimization problems [10].

ACO MPTE TURISTIC

In this section, we extract the information about ACO

metaheuristic (we follow precisely the description in [2]):

A. Ant Colonies

Ants are social insects that live in colonies and,

because iftheir collaborative interaction, they are capable

of showing complex behaviours and to perform difficult
tasks from an ant's local perspective. A very interesting

aspect about ant colonies is their ability to find shortest

path bet*eett the ants' nest and the food sources. This

fact is especially noticeable having in mind that in many

ant species ants are almost blind, which avoids the

exploitation of visual clues. While walking befween their
nest and food sources, some ants deposit a chernical

called pheromone. If no pheromone trails are available,

ants move essentially at random, but in the presence of
pheromone they have a tendency to follow a trail.

B. From Real Ants To Artfi'cial Ants

ACO algorithms take inspiration from the behaviour of
real ant colonies to solve combinatorial optimization

problems. They are based on a colony of artificial ants'

that is, simple computational agents that work

cooperatively and communicate through artificial
pheromone trails. ACO algorithms are essentially
construction algorithms: in each algorithm iteration,

every ant constructs a solution to a the problem by

raveling on a construction graph. Each edge of the

graph, representing the possible steps the ant can make,

has associated trvo kinds of information that guide the ant

movement:
I) Heuristic information, which measures the heuristic

preference of moving from node r to node s, i.e., of
naveling the edge c 

" ". 
It is denoted by 4 ,, . This

information is not modified by the ants during the

algorithm run.

2) (Artificial) pheromone trail information, which
measures the "learned desirability" of the movement and

mimics the real pheromone that natural ants deposit' This

information is modified during the algorithm mn
depending on the solutions found by the ants. It is

denoted by 7 ,,.

This section introduces the steps leading from real ants

to ACO. It should be noted for the following that ACO

algorithms present a double perspective:

/) On the one hand, they are an abstraction of some

behavioral patterns of natural ants related to the shortest

path searching behavior.

2) On the other han4 they include several features that

do not have a natural counterpart, but that allow to

develop algorithms for obtaining good solutions to the

problem tackled (for example, the use of her'uistic

information to guide the ant movement).

ACO MrreHrurusrlc FRAMEwoRK

ACO metaheuristic framework consists of three parts

gathered in the ScheduleActivities construct. The

ScheduleActivides construct does not specifu how these

three activities are scheduled and synchronized. This is
up to the algorithm designer [13].

WHILE termination conditions not met DO
ScheduleActivities

AntBasedS o lutionC onstnrction0
PheromoneUpdate0
DaemonActions0 {oPtional}

END ScheduleActivities
ENDWHILE

A. AntB as edSolutionC onstruc tion0

An ant constructively builds a solution to the problem

by moving through nodes of the construction graph G.

Ants move by applyrng a stochastic local decision policy

that makes use of the pheromone values and the heuristic

values on components and/or connections of the

construction graph. While moving, the ant keeps in
memory the partial solution it has built in terms of the

path it was walking on the construction graph.

B. PheromoneUpdate)

When adding a component ci to the current partial

solution, an ant can update the values of the pheromone

trails that where used for this construction step. This kind

of pheromone update is called online stepby+tep
pheromone update. Once an ant has built a solution, it
can (by using its memory) retrace the same path

backward and update the pheromone trails of the used

components and./or connections according to the quality
of the solution it has built. This is called online delayed
pheromone update. Another important concept in Ant
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Colony Optimization is pheromone evaporation.
Pheromone evaporation is the process by means of which
the pheromone hail intensity on the components
decreases over time. From a practical point oi view,
pheromone evaporation is needed to avoid a too rapid
convergence of the algorithm toward a sub-optimal

legion. It implements a usefirl form of forgeUing,
favoring the exploration ofnew areas in the search space.

C. DaemonActions)

Daemon actions can be used to implement centralized
actions which cannot be performed by single ants.
Examples are the use of a local search proceduri apptied
to the solutions built by the ants, or the collection of
global information that can be used to decide whether it
is useful or not to deposit additional pheromone to bias
the search process from an non-local perspective. As a
qractical example, the daemon can observe the path
found by each ant in the colony and choose to deposit
extra pheromone on the components used by the ant that
built the best solution. Pheromone updates performed by
the daemon are called ofiline pheromone updates.

In discrete optimization problems, D. Angus (2006)
stated that the ACO meta-heuristic framework can be
applied by having a finite set of components with
connections between these components (with associated
costs). In sunmary, ACO is described as being
responsible for the scheduling ofthree processes [9]:

I Ants generation & activity
2,) Pheromone fail evaporation
3,) Daemon actions

TTTnTT COPs: GENERAL OVERVIEW oF TI{E PRoBLEMS

A. Traveling Salesman problem

_ The traveling salesman problem is the problem faced
by salesman who, starting from his home iown, wants to
find a shortest possible hip through a given set of
customer cities, visiting each city once before finally
returning home. The TSp can be represented by a
comp-lete weighted graph G : (N , A) with N beingthe
set of n = | l/ | nodes (cities), I being the set of arcs fully
connecting to the nodes. Each are (r,) e A is assigned a
weight dry. which represents the distance between cities i
andj [3]. [4] stated that the traveling salesman problem
plays a central role in ant colony optimization because it
was the first problem to be attacked by these methods
(see (Dorigo,1992; Dorigo et al-, l99l;Doigo et al.,
1996)). The reasons the TSp was chosen are:
1) .itis relatively easy to adapt the ant colony metaphor
to it
2) it is a very dif-ficult problem (Np-hard),
3) it is one of the most studied problems in
combinatorial optimization (Lawler et al., l9g5:

B. Sequential Ordering problem

The sequential ordering problem with precedence
constraints (SOP) was first formulated by Escudero
(1988) to design heuristics for a production planning
system. It consists of finding a minimum weight
Hamiltonian path on a directed graph with weights on the
arcs and the nodes, subject to precedence constraints
among nodes [2].

C. Network Routing Problem

Based on [3], Let a telecommrurications network be
defined by a set of nodes l/, a set of of links between
nodes 2,",, and the cost d;; associated with the links.
Then the network routing problem (NRp) is the problan
of finding a minimum cost paths among all pain of nodes
in the network. It should be noted that if the costs d,7 are
fixed, then the NRP is reduced to a set of minimum cost
path problems, each of which can be solved efficiently
via a polynomial time algorithm like Dijksta's algorithm
(Dijkstra, 1959). The problem becomes interesting for
heuristic approach once, as happens in real world
applications like routing in communication networks,
costs (e.g., data traffic in links) or the network topologr
varies in time.

ACO Appr_rcATroN pRrNclpI,Es

M. Dorigo and T. Sttitzle (2004) had identified some
basic issues for ACO application principles:

C. Construction Graph

Given the respective formulation, artificial ants build
solutions by performing randomized walks on the
completely connected gr4ph Gc = Q,L) whose nodes are
components C, and the set Z fully connects the
components C. The graph Gs is called constructian
graph and elements of L are called connections.

D. Constraint

The problem constraint A (l) are implernented in the
policy followed by artificial ants. The choice of
implementing the constraint in the construction policy of
the artificial ants allows a certain degree of flexibility. In
fact, depending on COP considered, it may be more
reasonable to implement the constraints in hard way,
allowing the ants to build only feasible solutions, or in a
soft way, in which case the ants can build infeasible
solutions (i.e candidate solution in .t | .$ that can be
penalized as a function of their degree of infeasibility.

E. Pheromone Trails and Heuristic Information
Initially, ants explore the area sturormding their nest in

a random manner. As soon as an ant finds a source of
food, it evaluates quantity and quality of the food and
carries some of this food to the nest. During the return
trip, the ant deposits a pheromone trail on the ground.
The quantity of pheromone deposited, which may depend
on the quantity and quality of the food, will guide other
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ants to the food source. The indirect communication

between the ants via the pheromone trails allows them to

find the shortest path between their nest and food

sources. This functionality of real ant colonies is

exploited in artificial ant colonies in order to solve

optimization problems. In ACO algorithms the

plero-on" trails are simulated via a parameterized

probabilistic model that is called the pheromone model'

The pheromone model consists of a set of model

paxameters whose values are called the pheromone

values. The basic ingredient of ACO algorithms is a
constructive heuristic that is used for probabilistically

constructing solutions using the pheromone values.

F. Solution Constructions

Solution Constnrction is a process of an ant

constructively builds a solution to the problem by

moving through nodes of the construction graph G. Ants

move by applying a stochastic local decision policy that

makes use of the pheromone values and the heuristic

values on components and/or connections of the

construction gaph. While moving, the ant keeps in

memory the partial solution it has built in terms of the

path it was walking on the construction graph.

APPLIcATIoN PRINcIPLES Fon COPs

M. Dorigo and T. Stiitzle (2004) had described four

elernents or issues of ACO application principles that

need to be considered t3]. As mentioned earlier, we

choose three COPs, based on the diversity of the

problems.

A. Traveling Salesman Problen

Construction groph.The construction graph is identical

to the problem graph: the set of components C

corresponds to the set of nodes (i.e., 6' : 1$, the

connections conespond to the set of arcs (i.e., I - A),

and each connection has a weight which corresponds to

the distance di; between nodes i and7. The states of the

problem are the set ofall possible partial tours.

Constraints. The only constraint in the TSP is that all

cities have to be visited and that each city is visited at

most once. This constraint is enforced if an ant at each

construction step chooses the next city only among those

it has not visited yet (i.e., the feasible neighborhood M;
of ant ft in city i, where k is the ant's identifier, comprises

all cities that are still mvisited).

Pheromone trails and heuristic information' The

pheromone trails t,7 in the TSP refer to the desirability of
tiriting cityT directly after i. The heuristic information

4a is typically inversely proportional t9 the distance

between cities i andj, a straight-forward choice being 4a
: ll di,i.In fact, this is also the heuristic information used

in most ACO algorithms for the TSP.

Solution construction. Each ant is initially put on a
randomly chosen start city and at each step iteratively

adds one still unvisited city to its partial tour. The

solution construction terminates once all cities have been

visited.

B. Sequential Ordering Problem

Construction graPh.Similar to TSP, the set components

C contains of set of the nodes. Solutions are permutation

of the elements of C, and costs (lengths) are associated

with the connections between nodes.

Constraints. The only significant difference between the

applications of ACO to the SOP and to the TSP is the set

of constraints: while building solutions, ants choose

components only among those that have not yet been

used and, ifpossible, satisfy all precedence constraint.

Pheromone trails and hanristic information. As in the

TSP case, pheromone trails are associated with
connections, and the heuristic information can, for
example, be chosen as the inverse of the costs (lengths)

of the connections.

Solution Construction Ants build solutions iteratively by

adding, step by step, new unvisited nodes to the partial

solution under construction. They choose the new node

to add by using pheromone trails, heuristic, and

constraint information.

C. Network Routing Problem

Construction graph.The construction graph is the graph

Gg: (C,L), where C corresponds to the set of nodes, iy',

and Z firlly connects Gs. Note that L*' e L.

Constraints. The only constaint is that ants use only

connections 14eL*1

Pheromone trails and heuristic information. Because the

NRP is, in reality, a set of minimtmt cost path problems,

each connection /a e Z should have many different
pheromone trails associated. For example, each

connection /a could have associated one trail value l1a

for each possible destination node d an ant located in
node i can have. Each arc can also be assigned a heuristic

value 44 independent of the final destination. The

heuristic value ry;i can be set, for exarnple, to a value

inversely proportional to the amount of Eaffic on the link
connecting nodes i andj.

Solution construction. Solution construction is

straightforward. In fac! the S-ACO algorithm presented

in chapter l, section 1.3.1, is an example of how to
proceed. Each ant has a source node s and a destination

node, d, and moves from s to d hoping from one node to

the next, until node d has been reached. When ant & is

located at node i, it choose the next node i to move to

using a probabilistic decision rule which is a function of
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the ant's msmory, of local pheromones, and heuristic
information.

SuuuaRy
Combinatorial optimization problems arise in many

practical and theoretical probluns which are very hard to
resolve. ACO metaheuristic, which based on a generic
problem representation and the definition of ants'
behaviour, has been proposed to overcome these
problems. ACO has application principles that consist of
four issues or elements need to be considered. It is very
important to researchers to identify and determine these
four issues or elements in order to start resolvine the
problems.
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